was avenged, when abuses in King Leopold's Congo Free State were being exposed and a new war had united (and divided) South Africa.
Close contact between different elements of a culture must, of course, generate friction. For much of the period of this study, one of the most significant features of the interaction between fiction, journalism and imperialism was the relative balance of the elements involved. Not until Omdurman did imperial and commercial power structures begin to alter this balance. Once steps had been taken to control correspondents and their reports, the whole network of relationships was altered: as in the Borromean knot, if one element of the tripartite relationship changed, the whole system was put asunder. Matthew Rubery, following Jürgen Habermas' earlier analysis, has noted 'a slow decline during the nineteenth century from a disinterested press discussing civic issues toward a commercial enterprise interested only in profits'.
2 Certainly, some have perceived a marked conjunction between imperialism, commerce and the press at the very end of the nineteenth century. Laurence Davies' judgement that '[G.W.] Steevens, who had a sharp eye for the latest technology and felt quite at home with the demands of modern newspaper production, was a part of this "new system, the modern system" himself', indicates the extent to which the late-century correspondent was engaged in a commercial structure whether he liked it or not.
3 This had an impact on the reception of the news too. Churchill quoted Boer soldiers dismissing newspaper reports: 'It's all those lying newspapers that spread these reports on both sides, just as the capitalists made the war by lying'; 'we have been lied about in your press and called barbarians and savages '. 4 That essential relationship between journalism and the people at the imperial frontier which had been held together by special correspondents was breaking apart under a new level of scrutiny. This was partly due to the increasing recognition that journalism had genuine influence. Churchill expressed this with a characteristically neat formulation: 'swords are not the only weapons in the world. Something may be done with a pen.' 5 Even as the New Journalism reached new heights of popular success with the Daily Mail pressing towards the million-circulation milestone during the Second Boer War, the authority and power of that journalism was increasingly compromised and increasingly distant from its origins with pioneering editors like Stead.
The Boer War presented manifold challenges for correspondents and readers alike. Once in command in South Africa, Kitchener took steps to control correspondents. Again, the trusted H.W. Gwynne of Reuters was accorded privileged access. Rudyard Kipling memorably described the war as a 'first class dress-parade for Armageddon '. 6 While some accounts
